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ABSTRACT: Hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites are exceed-
ingly interesting candidates for new solar energy technologies for
both ground-based and space applications. However, their large-
scale production is hampered by the lack of long-term stability,
mostly associated with ion migration. The specific role of
noncovalent bonds in contributing to the stability remains elusive,
and in certain cases controversial. Here, we perform an
investigation on a large perovskite chemical space via a
combination of first-principles calculations for the bond strengths
and the recently developed sure independent screening and
sparsifying operator (SISSO) algorithm. The latter is used to
formulate mathematical descriptors that, by highlighting the
importance of specific noncovalent molecular bonds, can guide
the design of perovskites with suppressed ion migration. The results unveil the distinct nature of different noncovalent interactions,
with remarkable differences compared to previous arguments and interpretations in the literature on the basis of smaller chemical
spaces. In particular, we clarify the origin of the higher stability offered by formamidinium compared to methylammonium, which
shows to be different from previous arguments in the literature, and the reasons for the improved stability given by the halogen F and
explain the exceptional case of overall stronger bonds for guanidiunium. Within the stability boundaries given by the Goldschmidt
factor, the found descriptors give an all-in-one picture of noncovalent interactions which provide more stable configurations, also
including interactions other than H bonds. Such descriptors are more informative than previously used quantities and can be used as
a universal input to better inform new machine learning studies.

■ INTRODUCTION

Hybrid organic−inorganic perovskite (HOIP)-based solar cells
are emerging as a new opportunity for a paradigm shift in solar
cell technology for both Earth-based1 and space applica-
tions.2−4 On the Earth, due to the increasing demand for clean
energy resources, the rapidly evolving high power conversion
efficiency (PCE)5,6 of HOIPs and their relatively low-cost
fabrication7 make them potential candidates for a step-change
approach to harvest solar energy. For space missions, HOIPs
qualify as the best candidates for extremely lightweight,3

flexible, and radiation-resistant solar panels.8−12 Either for
missions in the Earth’s vicinity or deep space, these systems
show potential for reducing the weight at launch, for broad
absorption that matches the operating conditions at both Earth
and Martian orbits, and for fabrication via 3D printing
techniques, considered as necessary for on-mission manufac-
turing.3,13 For stays on the Moon or Mars, these systems offer
the potential for autonomous roll-out of solar arrays for
extraterrestrial surface deployments.
HOIPs comprise a negatively charged lead-halide inorganic

skeleton with a composition of ABX3, where B is a metal cation

(Sn2+ or Pb2+), X is a halide anion (I−, Br−, and/or Cl−) and A
is a monovalent positively charged organic cation, such as
methylammonium (MA = CH3NH3X

+, where X = I, Br, or Cl)
or formamidinium [FA = CH(NH2)2

+]. The organic cation
plays a fundamental role for the stability of the structure.
Perovskite materials have excellent optical and electrical
properties for solar cell applications, such as strong light
absorption,14,15 steep optical absorption edge,16 band gap
tuning,17 high charge carrier mobility,18−20 possible polaron-
protected transport properties21−23 (although debated24), low
exciton binding energy,25,26 and long charge-carrier diffusion
lengths and carrier lifetimes.20,27,28

The recent steep increase in the PCE of perovskite solar cells
makes them the fastest advancing solar technology. Never-
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theless, despite the many advantages, the progress in large-scale
applications and production of HOIPs is hampered by
instability issues. Indeed, HOIPs suffer from structural
instabilities induced by air, moisture,29 UV light,30−32 and
heat, causing the perovskite solar cells to have a particularly
low lifetime. Intrinsic instability causing unavoidable decom-
position with time has also been reported.31 The instability is
mainly caused by a relatively weak cohesion between the
organic cation and the inorganic octahedra and predominantly
by the low energy barriers for the migration of halide anions
and organic cations, with halide migration being the most
prevalent.33−37 Nevertheless, the (short-term) performance of
HOIP-based solar cells is considerably defect tolerant. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations based on hybrid
functionals with spin-orbit coupling have shown that the
majority of the defects induce only shallow defect states near
the band edges38,39 and that although iodine interstitials create
deep levels in the gap of MAPbI3,

40,41 these only leave short-
living hole traps.34,42 Still, there remain unwanted effects in the
carrier dynamics, I−V hysteresis, and chemical degradation of
the HOIP and at the interfaces with the charge transport
layers. Ion migration has also been reported to greatly
accelerate charge carrier losses43 and, in large scale, also to
cause phase segregation.44

A tremendous experimental effort has been devoted to
overcome the above shortcomings of HOIPs, though intrinsic
improvements (mostly by changing the stoichiometry) or
extrinsic improvements (such as encapsulation) reduce
exposure to degradation factors. For example, intrinsic
improvements consist in changing the amount of or mixing
different organic cations, such as through insertion of excess or
combined MA/FA,45−47 introducing small amounts of larger
organic molecules,48 inserting guanidinium,47,49 changing the
amount of iodine,50 or mixing different halides51 via mixed-
cation systems (e.g., by including inorganic cations such as
rubidium or caesium)52 through doping for lattice strain
relaxation-induced suppression of halide vacancies,53 multi-
vacancy defect passivation,54 lower-dimensional HOIPs or
additional layers,55 and chemical bond modulation by tuning
the bond strength of the additives.56,57

Halogen migration can be mitigated by increasing the
binding strength with the organic cations.50,58,59 The organic
cation binds strongly with the halogen anions via hydrogen
bonding, and when the cation has double bonds, it binds also
via π···anion binding.60 Several papers have shown that in
MAPbI3, only the N−H···I hydrogen bonds are impor-
tant,61−63 although recently it was advocated62 that non-
covalent interactions other than N−H···I, such as C−H···I and
N/C···I, are also of importance. Nonetheless, neither computa-
tional nor experimental methods can easily deconvolute the
individual contributions to the energetics of the bonds as a
continuous merge between the hydrogen bond with van der
Waals interactions and ionic and covalent bonds,64 and despite
the tremendous efforts, the unique properties of metal halides
perovskites remain elusive.
In this work, we combine a first-principles analysis of bonds

based on the quantum-theory-of-atoms-in-molecules
(QTAIM)65 with a feature learning analysis through the sure
independence screening and sparsifying operator (SISSO)
algorithm66 on a large chemical space to untangle the
contribution from different bond types and investigate the
features that dominate in the relationship between the
structural composition of the HOIPs and the X-cation binding

strengths. The findings provide new insights into the role of
different noncovalent interactions, with considerably different
interpretations to previous arguments in the literature on the
basis of some few specific cases, and can be used to guide the
design of more stable cells by carefully tuning the chemical and
compositional/structural properties for ion migration suppres-
sion.

■ THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
QTAIM and DFT Calculations. In order to find the

binding strengths, we combine the ”Atoms in Molecules”
theory65 and the empirically established relationship between
the properties of bond critical points (BCPs).35,67 Within this
theory, a bonding interaction is defined as a maximum electron
density path (bond path) connecting two interacting atoms.
Critical points (CPs) are points where the gradient of the
electron density ∇ρ becomes zero. BCPs are those type of CPs
where the density increases in one direction while it decreases
in the plane perpendicular to that direction. Thus, a BCP is a
saddle point in the charge density along the bond path. The
existence of a BCP between the acceptor atom and the
donating hydrogen, as well as the charge density properties at
this point, defined the major criteria of the existence of an H
bond. These BCPs are often found close to the midpoints of
two atoms that have a bonding interaction, either covalent or
noncovalent. The estimation of the bonding strength starts
from the Abramov’s formula68 for the local kinetic energy
density, G, given as

π ρ ρ= + |∇ρ| + ∇−G
3

10
(3 )

1
72

1
6

2 2/3 5/3 1 2
(1)

where ρ is the electron density. G correlates linearly with the
bonding strength.67 At the BCPs, the second term vanished
since the gradient is zero. The presence of a BCP indicates that
there is a charge accumulation between the two bonded
nuclei.69 The larger the density at the BCP, the stronger the
interaction. Negative gradients indicate covalent bonds, while
noncovalent interactions show small but positive gradients.69

Mata et al.67 fitted the bond strengths versus G and found a
relationship with the bond strength E as E = 0.429G with a
high correlation of R2 = 0.990. The absolute values obtained
for the bond strengths do depend on the level of theory,70 but
the interest of this work lies predominantly in the trends, and
hence, only relative differences matter. There exists some
criticism concerning the BCPs71 as some cases exist where
there is a bonding interaction without a BCP being present,
most notably 1,2-ethanediol,72 but these cases seem to occur
seldom, and in our study, we did not find any absence of BCPs
for cation−halogen bonding interactions, so we reasonably
expect our trends to hold.
For all noncovalent interactions analyzed in this study

between an organic cation and a halogen, there is a clear and
strong power law correlation between the bond lengths and the
density at the BCP. For an analysis of the density and gradients
at the BCPs, see Supporting Information Section 4.
As our starting set of perovskite structures, we take the

dataset as prepared and provided by Kim et al.73 of 1346
HOIPs. From this dataset, we only select those 548 that have a
perovskite structure that is roughly a cubic arrangement of the
metal atoms with the halogens surrounding these metals
connected via corner sharing octahedrals and the organic
cation in the cavity thus created. Finally, as per chemical
composition, we only take the most stable one, that is, the one
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with the lowest atomization energy (the energy required to
separate the molecular structure into individual atoms)
resulting in a final set of 190 HOIPs. For some chemical
compositions, the perovskite structure is not the most stable
structure. However, in this paper, we are primarily interested in
the binding strength under the condition that the structure is
perovskite. When the structure is nonperovskite, the binding
characteristics are completely different, and we cannot
compare the binding strengths between different chemical
compositions. For example, for many hydroxylammonium or
hydrazinium compounds (like hydroxylammonium germanium
fluoride), the most stable structure is not a perovskite.
Although for a certain chemical composition, the perovskite
structure might not be the most stable, it might still provide
relevant insight on how to design structurally stable perov-
skites. Moreover, in real applications, one often uses a mixture
of different organic cations (e.g., MAxFA(1−x)PbI3), and for the
mixed compound, the perovskite structure might well be
stable.74

For each of the 190 HOIPs, the BCPs between the organic
cation and the halogen are determined. In every perovskite
structure, there are three symmetrically unique halogen
positions. Each inorganic cavity, whose shape is approximately
cubic (most generally a paralellepiped), has 12 halogens close
to the midpoints of the cube edges and thus located
approximately in the [002], [020], and [200] planes of the
cavity. Each organic cation located in the approximately cubic
cavity can bind maximally to 12 halogens, of which there are 3
sets of 4 halogens that belong to the same unique
crystallographic position. We are mainly interested in those
of the three halogens that has the lowest cation binding energy
since the weakest bound halogen will be most prone to halogen
migration. In this paper, we will call the total bond strength
between a single organic cation and its neighboring halogens
Etotal. This bond strength is the sum of the contribution from
the three unique halogen positions. The bond strength of the
halogen with the lowest cation binding energy is called EminX.
The HOIP dataset as prepared by Kim et al. uses 3 metals

(Ge, Sn, and Pb), 4 halogens (F, Cl, Br, and I), and 16 organic
cations giving 192 (3 × 4 × 16) unique chemical compositions.
For each composition, multiple crystallographic structural
conformations are present. In total, 1346 structures were
obtained using a minima-hopping method75 followed by a
DFT-PAW structure optimization including van der Waals
dispersion interactions via the vdW-DF2 functional76 using
VASP.77 This dataset is open-source and can also be found on
the NoMaD database.78 The crystallographic information
format (cif) files of the dataset were read using the pymatgen
library.79

For the systems with a perovskite structure, we calculated
the continuous symmetry measures for cubicity80 of the metal
atoms and found that for most of the HOIPs, the metals are
arranged in an approximately cubic shape. The HOIPs with the
highest deviations from cubic cells contained propylammo-
nium or butylammonium cations (see the Supporting
Information). For two chemical compositions, no perovskite
structures are present in the dataset, being ammonium lead
fluoride and hydroxylammonium tin bromide. Hence, in this
paper, we study 190 instead of 192 structures. All electron
densities were obtained with Quantum ESPRESSO 6.381 using
the HSE06 functional82 and norm-conserving scalar relativistic
pseudopotentials.82 The kinetic energy cutoff of the wave-
function was set at 80 Ry and the cutoff of the charge density

to 320 Ry. The HSE06 functional is regularly used for HOIPs
and is known to give good electronic and structural results,
although band gaps are slightly overestimated.35,73,83 A 5 × 5 ×
5 Monkhorst−Pack grid was used centered on the Γ point.
The electron densities were evaluated at a 400 × 400 × 400
grid, and the CPs were obtained using the Critic2 program.84

The bond strengths presented in this work are based on the
structures with the lowest atomization energies. However,
HOIPs are particularly known to undergo subtle phase
transitions. At lower temperatures, some symmetry breaking
occurs changing the structure from cubic to tetragonal to
orthorhombic. However, the cation−halogen interactions are
not expected to be significantly different as they are not for
MA, one of the most mobile cations.85 Due to the
corresponding differences in crystal packing, the orientation
and bond lengths of the organic cation with the halogens will
change. Nevertheless, the nature of the bonds and the ability of
the organic cation to bind with the halogen anions will stay the
same, and the observed trends stay the same as long as the
structure is a perovskite (for a comparison of all 548 perovskite
structures, see Supporting Information Section 2). Also,
Varadwaj et al.62 found that the binding characteristics stay
the same for different cation orientations, although Lee et al.63

found that the energy difference between two different
orientations of the MA cation in MAPbI3 might be 45 meV.
Since we found that the total bond strength for MAPbI3 is 413
meV, this means that the binding strength might change by
around 10% depending on the cation orientation. Taking all of
this into consideration, we believe that the results presented in
this paper show valuable trends in the binding characteristics of
different perovskite structures that can be extrapolated to other
crystal packings, for example, those of mixed-cation or mixed-
halogen HOIPs.

SISSO Algorithm. Following the calculation of all Etotal and
EminX, we try to establish a connection between the bond
strengths and the chemical structure via symbolic regression.
Symbolic regression tries to find a mathematical expression of
the input features that best fit the data. Here, we try to find an
expression of structural features that best predicts the cation−
halogen binding strengths. The particular algorithm used is
called SISSO which is based on a compressed sensing
technique (vide inf ra).66,86−88 It starts from a set of single-
valued elementary features called Φ0. It then recursively applies
some unary and binary mathematical operations to create new
feature spaces called Φi with i being the number of times the
mathematical operations are applied. It then iteratively applies
the sure independence screening (SIS) and the sparsifying
operator (SO) until the desired dimension is reached. SIS
selects a subspace of Φi that has the highest correlation with
the target property (in our case the binding strengths), and SO
selects the best descriptor from the union of all subspaces
selected by all previous SIS steps.66

In our case, we used SISSO to extract the most important
structural features that dictate the cation-X binding strengths,
thus elucidating what kind of structural composition is optimal
for HOIPs with suppressed X-migration. The included unary
operations are (□ □ □ |□|−, , ,2 1 ), and the included binary
operators are (+, −, *,/). We also set a maximum to the
descriptor complexity, thus limiting the number of mathemat-
ical operations. This prevents the loss of scientific interpret-
ability as the higher complexity descriptors become too
convoluted, and from a certain point, higher complexity
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features do not give significantly better results. Setting the
maximum complexity can be seen as a measure to prevent
over-fitting.
We decided to only include features that can be derived

directly from the given structure. No features (such as bond
lengths or band gaps) are included that would require the
knowledge of the specific perovskite structure. This enables
direct evaluation of the descriptors, as is also possible for the
Goldschmidt tolerance factor. The included features are the
effective crystal radii of the metal, halogen, and organic
cation,89 as well as the electronegativity and polarizability of
the metal and halogen atoms. The latter two features have
shown to be useful in multiple studies combining HOIPs and
predictive techniques.88,90 Differently from previous studies
and in order to easily encode the nature of the organic cations,
here some additional bond counts were included: the number
of C−H, N−H and O−H bonds as well as the number of π
bonds. Hydroxylammonium is the only cation in the dataset
that contains an O−H bond. There are four organic cations
that contain π bonds: formamidinium, acetamidinium,
guanidinium, and imidazolium with, respectively, 2, 3, 3, and
5 π bonds. Evidently, there is a correlation between the
electronegativity, χ, and the polarizability, α, of the halogens
and the metal; however, the SISSO algorithm does not suffer
from highly correlated features.66

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Connecting Stability of HOIPs with Composition and

Structure. In this section, we will assess the noncovalent
binding interactions between the organic cation and the
halogen atoms in a single unit cell consisting of 1
(approximate) cube formed by the metal atoms, plus the 12
halogens along the edges of the cube and the single organic
cation inside the cube. As stated before, we consider the total
binding strength of all cation-X interactions called Etotal and the
binding strength corresponding with the halogen that has the
weakest interaction with the cation called EminX. Since there are
three different halogens, EminX ≤ Etotal/3.
The distribution of all Etotal values obtained for all 190

HOIPs is presented in Figure 1. The type of halogen atom
most clearly affects Etotal. With fluorine, Etotal is about twice as
high as for heavier halogens. This trend is not only found in
HOIPs91 but is typically for any D−H···X−M interaction
where D is either C, N, or O.92 The high electronegativity of

fluorine causes the X−M bonds to be of considerably polar
character leaving a strong negatively electrostatic potential
around the atom and causing strong hydrogen bonds, generally
called metal-assisted hydrogen bonds.93 Changing the metal
has only a minor influence, in agreement with previous
studies.94 Etotal seems to be only slightly higher for germanium.
Since the electronegativity of the metals is very similar, it is
most likely attributed to the smaller covalent radius of
germanium (Ge:122 pm, Sn:140 pm, and Pb:146 pm)95

causing slightly shorter and stronger bonds.
To compare the effect of the organic cation, we look at the

fractional deviations of the individual EminX values with respect
to the average of all EminX values per halogen and metal. The

fractional deviation f is defined as = − ̅
̅

f E( ) E E
EminX

minX minX
XM

minX
XM ,

where E̅minX
XM is the average of all EminX values having halogen X

and metal M. The results are presented in Figure 2.
It is remarkable that methylammonium, by far the most used

in HOIPs, has the lowest EminX values, that is, the weakest
halogen−cation bond strengths, which well explains the
degradation of MAPbI3 to PbI2 under UV light even without
moisture or oxygen present.96 The observed trend can roughly
be attributed to the size or the number of hydrogen atoms in
the cation. Svane et al.,64 who studied four organic cations in
formate perovskites, found strong H bonds in guanidinium and
hydrazinium and weak ones in dimethylammonium and
azetidinium. This agrees with the trend found here, except
for the hydrazinium cation that has a remarkable low EminX
value.
Svane et al.64 also studied the HOIPs MAPbX3 and FAPbX3

with X = Cl, Br, and I. Remarkably, they found slightly lower
total electrostatic energies and hydrogen bonding energies for
FA than for MA. We also found slightly lower hydrogen
bonding energies for FA, but our results also further suggest
that the Etotal values for FA are slightly higher than those for
MA because of π···X interactions (see Supporting Information
Section 1). Interestingly, FA ranks much lower for Etotal, than
for EminX. This means that, despite FA having comparable total
energy interaction as MA, it more evenly binds to the three
different halogens, while MA leaves some halogens only weakly
coupled. The relatively higher ranking in EminX versus Etotal is
observed for all four cations having π bonds.
In Table 1 the five structures with the minimum and

maximum Etotal and EminX are given. Since the cation−halogen
bond strength decreases with decreasing electronegativity of
the halogen, it is logical that all minimum structures contain
iodine, while all maximum structures contain fluorine.
Guanidinium is the only cation that has both a high Etotal
and a high EminX. Although hydrazinium and ammonium have
the lowest Etotal, methylammonium and hydroxylammonium
have the weakest coupling to a halogen atom. Hydroxylammo-
nium has the most noticeable result since it binds very strongly
to one halogen via an O−H···X − M bond while it leaves other
halogens only weakly bound.
Noticeable binding characteristics are found in specific

structures. We discuss at first some structures with either very
small or high EminX. Next, we show the structures having the
highest and lowest Etotal followed by a discussion of the
structures that have the weakest and strongest individual
bonds. By looking at these structures, we can analyze the very
nature of the bonds that contribute to EminX and the influence
of the orientation of the cation.

Figure 1. Box plot showing the distribution of the Etotal values
grouped by the metal and the halogen. The boxes show the quartiles
of the dataset, while the whiskers are extended to 1.5 times the
interquartile range.
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In Figure 3 only the BCPs that contribute to EminX are
shown. Structure 11 (methylammonium lead iodide) has the
lowest EminX value of only 92 meV. The weakest bound
halogens are oriented approximately in the plane perpendicular
to the C−N bond. Since neither the methyl nor the amine
group is oriented toward these halogens, the bond lengths are
larger and the binding is weaker. In total, the C−H···I bonds
account for more than 50% of EminX illustrating the importance
of these bonds in HOIPs (and MAPbI3 in particular), as
previously partially advocated by Varadwaj et al.62,85 Another
interesting structure with a very low EminX of only 103 meV is

14 (hydroxylammonium germanium iodide). The weakest
bound halogens in 14 are only bound with two long hydrogen
bonds of 2.9 and 3.4 Å (together 86% of EminX) and a long
chalcogen bond of 4.2 Å (O···F).
Structure 20 (guanidinium lead fluoride) has the highest

EminX with two hydrogen bonds in the plane of the molecule
that account together for 65% of EminX, and the other 35% is
caused by π−anion interactions, thus adding a significant part
to EminX. Additionally, the structure of imidazolium tin fluoride
(21) is given in Figure 3 because it has the halogens with the
strongest interactions to the cation. The total binding energy

Figure 2. Bar plot showing the fractional deviations from the mean of the EminX values. The boxes show the standard deviation within the three
points per metal. The cations are ordered by the mean of bars for Cl, Br, and I. The cation structures are shown without their hydrogen atoms.

Table 1. Table Giving the Five Structures with the Lowest and the Five with the Highest Cation−Halogen Bond Strengthsa

# M X cation Etotal # M X cation EminX

1 Sn I hydrazinium 374 11 Pb I methylammonium 92
2 Ge I ammonium 380 12 Sn I methylammonium 93
3 Pb I hydrazinium 387 13 Pb I hydroxylammonium 95
4 Pb I ammonium 396 14 Ge I hydroxylammonium 103
5 Sn I ammonium 403 15 Ge I methylammonium 104
6 Ge F hydroxylammonium 2549 16 Ge F propylammonium 769
7 Ge F guanidinium 2712 17 Pb F tetramethylammonium 796
8 Sn F guanidinium 2777 18 Ge F guanidinium 815
9 Pb F acetamidinium 2804 19 Sn F guanidinium 879
10 Pb F guanidinium 2925 20 Pb F guanidinium 931

aNote that some structures appear in both columns: 7 = 18, 8 = 19 and 10 = 20. All values are in meV. The “M” and “X” columns give the type of
metal and halogen, respectively.

Figure 3. Four HOIP structures with the BCPs to only one type of halogen shown as little black dots, connected by dashed lines. The atoms are
colored as Pb-black, I-purple, Ge-dark(steel) blue, F-blue, O-red, N-blue, C-brown, and H-white.

Figure 4. Four HOIP structures with the BCPs shown as little black dots connected by dashed lines. The atoms are colored as Pb-black, I-purple,
Ge-dark(steel) blue, F-blue, O-red, N-blue, C-brown, and H-white.
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to these halogen atoms is 1290 meV, of which the two H
bonds account for 79% and the rest are π−anion interactions.
The structures with the lowest and highest Etotal, 1 and 10

(hydrazinium tin iodide and guanidinium lead fluoride), are
shown in Figure 4. 1 has 10 BCPs, while 10 has 15. It is
surprising that Etotal for hydrazinium is even lower than that for
ammonium. This is most likely caused by the more favorable
cation position in the ammonium structure where there are
three strong nonbifurcated H bonds, while the fourth hydrogen
of ammonium has a trifurcated H bond, that is, a single
hydrogen participating in 3 H bonds. This orientation is
possible because ammonium can align its threefold rotational
axis with the ⟨111⟩ direction of the cube. In structure 10, 65%
of Etotal is caused by the strong H bonds in the plane of the
guanidinium molecule. Due to the high symmetrical arrange-
ment, guanidinium binds very evenly to all three types of
halogens, and thus EminX ≲ 3Etotal. This provides a quantitative
explanation of the exceptional binding properties of
guanidinium in HOIPs. The combination of the strong H
bonds and the bonds not being free to rotate due to π-
conjugation causes guanidinium to stay strongly bound at
elevated temperatures as well.64 Additionally, note that
guanidinium has a three-fold rotational axis aligned with the
⟨111⟩ direction of the cube, so it binds similarly with all three
halogens.
In Figure 4 also, the structures with the weakest and

strongest bond present in the dataset are depicted as 11 and
22, respectively (methylammonium lead iodide and hydrox-
ylammonium lead fluoride). The weakest BCP is present in
MAPbI3 with only 7.7 meV. This bond also corresponds with
the BCP that has the lowest ρ0 and ∇2ρ values of 0.00128 and
0.0037, respectively. This bond can be characterized as a
carbon−halogen bond C···I, a very weak so-called tetrel bond,
only reported for MAPbBr3 in one previous work.85 The
strongest bond in 22 is an O−H···F bond. From the whole
dataset, this bond also is the shortest and has the highest
density at its BCP (and second but highest density gradient).
Note that this bond causes a large tilting angle in the
perovskite. Large tilting angles often cause structural instability
and non-photoactive phases.91,97 Hence, to prevent large tilting
angles, it is best for the cation to bind all halogens strongly but
evenly.
In summary, we can conclude that having a strong cation−

halogen bond does not mean having a high EminX as in
hydroxylammonium and that methylammonium has a low
EminX due to the difficulty to couple to all three halogens, while
guadinium binds very effectively.

■ SISSO RESULTS
To increase our understanding of how the chemical
composition and, in particular, the cation structure influence
the binding in HOIPs, we formulate here new mathematical
descriptors composed from elementary topological features
that best correlate with EminX. To this end, we apply the
symbolic regression technique called SISSO, which designs
mathematical descriptors by applying simple mathematical
operators to the user-provided input values, that is, the
elementary ”raw” features. For the halogen and the metal, the
included elementary features are their polarizability α, vdW
radius r, and electronegativity χ. The structure of the cation is
encoded via its effective radius and relevant bond counts: the
number of C−H, N−H, O−H, and π bonds. (A table of all
features for all structures can be found in the Supporting

Information.) Note that to obtain these elementary features,
no knowledge of the structures is required, and evaluation of
the descriptors should be as straightforward as evaluating the
Goldschmidt tolerance factor. The cation radii are only an
approximation since most of the cations are not even close to
being spherical. Nevertheless, they have been shown to be
effective quantities within applications of predictive techniques
on HOIPs.87,89,98

Since we already know that the type of halogen plays an
important role, we ran SISSO in two ways: in the first case, we
apply SISSO on the whole dataset, named single task. In the
second case, we apply the multitask learning capability of
SISSO where the dataset is split into a subset for each halogen.
Next, SISSO tries to find global descriptors, while for each set,
different coefficients are optimized. So, for a multiset
multidimensional SISSO run, EminX for a given HOIP is

= + ∑ =E c c d( ) ( )i j
N

i
j j

minX
0

1
dim where ci

0 is an intercept of the

ith task, ci
j is the coefficient of the ith task of the jth dimension,

and dj is the descriptor of the jth dimension, thus being
identical among all tasks.
To allow for scientific interpretability, we apply a maximum

to the descriptor complexity. This cutoff is effectively a
hyperparameter to be chosen freely by the user. In Figure 5 the

errors as a function of dimension and complexity cutoff are
shown for single and multitask SISSO. Multitask SISSO always
outperforms single-task SISSO, which is expected since it has
to account for less variance within the subsets, and there are 4
times more fitted coefficients. Changing the complexity cutoff
in multitask SISSO from 2 to 3 does not give any significant
improvement.
The SISSO descriptors of single and multitask correspond-

ing to the lines in Figure 5 with maxcomplexity 2 are shown in
Table 2. In the single-task results, the halogen features are
always present, accounting for the large difference in EminX for
the different halogens. In the multitask results, the effect of the
halogens is already taken into account via splitting the total
dataset into four smaller sets, so the descriptors consider more

Figure 5. SISSO MAEs versus dimension and maxcomplexity. ST =
single task; MT = multitask. For each setting, SISSO is run five times
via cross-validation with test sets of 20% of the data. The error bars
indicate the minimum and maximum MAEs of the five runs, and the
central dot is placed at the average MAE.
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the effect of the organic cation. The results show that it is not
only NNH that is important but also the other bond counts
NCH, NOH, and Nπ. The cation radius appears in the low-
dimension results but disappears in the 3D result. This
illustrates that the radius of the cation is not important per se,
but only inasmuch the radius of the cation correlates with the
number of bonding partners of the cation. The features
accounting for the metal atom do not appear at all, indicating
that the metal has no significant influence on EminX. It is
remarkable that Nπ plays a dominant role in the SISSO
descriptors for EminX as it is included in the multitask 1D
descriptor. These results further illustrate the importance of
weak interactions for EminX.
In the 3D multitask descriptor, a factor 2 appears. This can

occur when SISSO uses the “+” operator twice with the same
feature. Here, NNH + NOH + NOH simply reduces to NNH +
2NOH. It is a generally occurring phenomenon that SISSO
descriptors are found that try to balance the importance of two
elementary features by constructing “weights,” and NNH +
2NOH includes elementary features NNH and NOH with weights
1 and 2, respectively. In this case, it is a logical consequence of
the O−H···X bonds being stronger than the N−H···X bonds.
Still a significant part of the variance in EminX stays

unexplained by the SISSO results, showing that factors other
than those of the included topological features play a role. This
is not a surprise since the input features do not take into
account the crystal packing. The packing factor is important
since some cations can orient themselves more optimally than
others to form strong noncovalent interactions to each
halogen. As an example, the smallest cation, ammonium, can
form a strong interaction with each of the tree types of
halogens, explaining why its EminX is higher than those of
methylammonium and hydrazinium. Nevertheless [given that

the baseline mean absolute error (MAE) is 130 meV], it is
remarkable that around 70% of the variance can be explained
using only these basic features, providing already a great
understanding in the factors determining EminX.
Last, we compare our results for the prediction of halide

perovskite stability with the Goldschmidt tolerance factor,
commonly used to predict if a material will be stable in the
perovskite conformation and given by98

=
+
+

t
r r

r r2 ( )
cation X

M X (2)

Although improved stability factors have been designed,99 the
general trend still applies that for a perovskite structure to be
stable, t has to be approximately between 0.85 and 1.12.100,101

Our results show that roughly EminX and Etotal increase with
larger cations, while the Goldschmidt factor puts a limit at how
large these cations can be, and a balanced solution has to be
chosen. Hence, although our results show that HOIPs will
become more structurally stable w.r.t. halogen migration when
the cation binds more strongly to the halogens, the perovskite
structure itself might become unstable when larger cations are
used. For example, guanidinium germanium iodide has t = 1.2,
thus lying outside the stability window, while guanidinium lead
iodide, having a larger metal, is stable (t = 1.03). Nevertheless,
also small additions of other cations might improve the
perovskite stability while keeping the Goldschmidt factor
within the acceptable range. When t is too high, the tilting
angles of the MX6 octahedrons increase leading to non-
photoactive phases. For example, at room temperature, FAPbI3
exists in a non-photoactive phase, while when FA is mixed with
MA or Cs, the photoactive phase becomes stable.74,100

For what concerns the most common cations (MA and FA),
our results generalize a previous study35 where only the MA

Table 2. Table Showing the Descriptors as Found by SISSO Setting the Maximum Complexity at 2a

dim task descriptors

1D ST rcation/rX
2

MT Nπ + |NCH − NNH|

2D ST rcation/rX
2

α
* πN NNH

X

MT NCH + NOH + Nπ (NNH + NOH)
2

3D ST
+ πN N

r
OH

X α
+N NNH OH

X

N
r
CH

2

X
2

MT NCH + NOH + Nπ, NNH + 2NOH NCH*|NNH − Nπ|
aST = single task, MT = multitask. The descriptor coefficients are not shown but given in Supporting Information Section 3.

Figure 6. Average tilting angles per cation. Error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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and FA cations were compared, showing higher binding
strengths for the FA cation. Indeed, our findings generalize the
higher Etotal of FA than MA to any type of halogen or metal,
but by looking at EminX instead of only looking at Etotal, our
work makes an even stronger case to use FA instead of MA
since MA binds some halogens particularly weakly.
In Figure 6 the average tilting angles are given for each

organic cation. The extent of octahedral tilting is a complex
phenomenon that is driven by the interplay between many
interactions.62 Bernasconi et al.102 found that the tilting angle
in MAPbX3 (with X is Cl, Br, and I) correlates with the
strongest hydrogen bond. As one can see from structure 11 in
MAPbI3, the tilting is oriented toward the ammonium group.
This trend is also more generally observed as the tilting angle is
the largest for hydroxylammonium since it forms a very strong
hydrogen bond (see structure 23). Yet, the trend is more
intricate since the cation with the second highest tilting is
ammonium. The large tilting observed for ammonium can be
attributed to the small size of the cation and also to the strong
hydrogen bonding of ammonium to three halogens, pulling
these halogens closer. Additionally, large tilting angles are
observed for structures with an ammonium group and an
additional alkane group (methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, isopropyl-,
tetrabutyl-, and dimethylammonium) and for all structures
where the stronger hydrogen bonds of N−H groups on one
side of the cavity create a pronounced tilting effect. The
smallest tilting angles are observed for HOIPs with the
azetinidinium cation. Here, the two N−H groups only bind to
one type of halogen, while the other two types of halogens are
binding exactly evenly by all C−H groups, thus giving an
almost zero tilting angle for two dimensions and only a slight
tilting in the dimension where the two N−H groups bind with
the halogens. Small tilting angles are also observed for
guanidinium since it binds very evenly to all 12 halogens of
the cavity.
Our results show that there is a meaningful relation between

the bond counts of the cation and the HOIP stability. While
former machine learning models are only based on effective
radii and electronegativity values,87,103,104 from our results, it
can be induced that inclusion of the bond counts, especially
when combined like in the SISSO descriptors, expresses useful
quantities. For organic cations, these bond counts give far
more information than only the effective radii since the
presence of π bonds or O−H bonds is crucial information not
captured in only an effective radius. Specific bond counts affect
the noncovalent interactions, which dictate tilting angles, that
then have an influence on carrier mobility and band gaps.

■ CONCLUSIONS
HOIPs represent a potential game-changer technology to
harvest solar energy. Still, the intrinsic instability and
degradation due to external factors of such systems prevent
large-scale production. The present study has identified the key
aspects that contribute to the stabilization of halide ions in
HOIPs, the major species that undergoes migration in the
absence and under the effect of different external factors,
creating instability and degradation.
Our work has revealed the fundamental bond and

composition properties that most affect the halogen−cation
interactions in hybrid perovskites in a large chemical space.
This allows us to give a rationale of previous results, based on
smaller spaces, and to highlight previous misconceptions and
overlooked aspects. In particular, we unveil the reasons of an

improved stability given by the halogen F, the origin of the
higher stability offered by FA compared to MA, which shows
to be different from previous explanations in the literature, and
the reason behind the exceptional case of overall stronger
bonds for guanidinium. A clear inverse power law between
bond lengths and density at the BCPs is also found. Our results
highlight the importance of the cation-halide interactions and
the urge to differentiate between different halide positions. We
have corroborated in a quantitative and first-principles manner
the importance of noncovalent interactions other than N−H···
I, such as C−H···I and N/C···I for MAPbI3, advocated in a
previous work,62 confirming that the neglect of such
interactions in the majority of studies may lead to potentially
wrong criteria for the design of new HOIPs. We did this not
only for MA but for a whole array of 16 different organic
cations. Additionally, in some cations such as FA, also π···X are
found. We show that these weak interactions have a significant
role to bind the halogen atoms and thus are expected to be
important to prevent halogen migration. Therefore, the in-
depth understanding of weak noncovalent interactions is
fundamental in the molecular design of new, more stable
HOIPs. Moreover, as the most prevalent cation, MA even has
the lowest EminX, and there is ample room for cation
substitution to increase the cation−halogen coupling.
We found new mathematical, physically meaningful

descriptors that identify the factors that dominate the coupling
between the halogens and cations. We showed that the factors
in order of importance are the type of halogen, the presence of
π···X bonding, and the number of hydrogen bond donors
including C−H. Bonds other than H bonds have been
overlooked in previous studies, like the considerable
importance of π bonds in binding to the weakest halogen
bonds. We show that bond counts are more meaningful than
only the effective radii as used in the prevalent Goldschmidt
tolerance factor. Moreover, the found descriptors unveil the
importance of π-interactions for strong cation-halide inter-
actions. Based on this work, we suggest HOIP stabilization by
inclusion of larger cations, preferably those having π bonds.
Guanidinium proves to be the most effective cation due to
multiple N−H hydrogen bond donors, a large π-conjugated
system, and its efficient packing due to alignment with the
⟨111⟩ direction, thus binding evenly with all halogens.
Our work focuses on enhanced stability via a robust design

approach for strengthening molecular bonds and offers an
alternative route to the different approaches previously used
for HOIPs. We believe that our work will motivate the
investigation of new hybrid perovskite materials with strong
and balanced noncovalent interactions. The new descriptors
can be used to train machine learning algorithms for even
larger chemical spaces and to drive the design of HOIPs with
chemical bonding enhancement and immobilization of the
potentially migrating ions. As our study focuses on shaping
atomic-scale properties within one unit cell, it potentially offers
the possibility to design large-size single crystals that do not
segregate and do not form grains.
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A comma-separated file listing all 548 HOIPs adhering
to a perovskite structure with their continuous symmetry
measures for cubicity, Etotal, EminX, and Eatomozation values
(TXT)
Plot of fractional mean deviations from Etotal instead of
EminX; box plot and bar plot for the total set of 548
perovskite-structured HOIPs in the dataset; SISSO
intercepts and coefficients; and correlations between
bond lengths and BCPs (PDF)
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